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General Terms and Conditions 
 
These General Terms and Conditions govern the mandate between 
the client and Bonvin Consulting GmbH (“BCG”), Obere Reppisch-
strasse 29a, 8953 Dietikon owner and provider of the website 
www.michel-bonvin.com. 
 

1. Advisory activity 
 
BCG’s service is to check the personal situation of the future expat 
in order to advise him in advance on how to maintain and optimize 
his personal banking relationships in Switzerland during his future 
assignments outside Switzerland. 
 
BCG provides no legal, tax or financial advice, but will advise the 
client in a concrete way on how to maintain and optimize his per-
sonal banking relationships in Switzerland before leaving the 
country. 
 
The service provided by BCG is additional to, but doesn’t replace, 
any legal and tax advice. 
 
BCG strongly encourages the future expat to have his current in-
vestment portfolio in Switzerland assessed as soon as possible by a 
tax specialist in his future country of domicile. 
 
BCG provides no advice on structures, domiciled companies and 
participations of any kind. In these cases, BCG strongly encourages 
the future expat to get the support of a legal and tax specialist from 
his next country of domicile immediately in order to be in line with 
the future regulations applicable. 
 
This service is offered as long as the client is domiciled or working 
in Switzerland. 
 

2. Steps in the advisory process offered by BCG: 
 
a) A personal interview with the client 
 
The goal of this interview is to determine precisely the current 
banking relationships of the client in Switzerland and those of his 
relatives as well as the banking services that they need during their 
future assignment abroad. 

http://www.expat-guide.com/
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Normally the interview takes place at the client’s workplace in Swit-
zerland. In the case of urgency or inability to find a date quickly, 
this interview can also be conducted by videoconference or on the 
phone. 
 
In order to enable a complete, detailed and professional assess-
ment of his situation the client has the responsibility to bring to 
the interview all documents mentioned in the email confirming the 
schedule of the meeting, or to send them to BCG sufficiently in ad-
vance. 
 
This interview can be postponed up to 48 hours before the sched-
uled meeting. In any case a new interview is then fixed for the next 
possible date available. 
 
b) Production of the first report by BCG based on the interview 
 
The target of this report is to identify potential weaknesses in the 
current banking relationships of the client due to his future assign-
ment outside Switzerland. 
 
The client will be informed in detail about the future administrative 
work that his banks will request him to complete as well as how to 
settle it quickly, or, even better, how to anticipate it. 
 
In addition, the client will receive a checklist prepared by BCG to be 
forwarded immediately to his current banks for completion and re-
turn. 
 
A few days after his interview the client will receive by email a first 
report from BCG. 
 
c) Production of the final report by BCG based on the feedback from 
current banks 
 
From the answers provided by his current banks to BCG’s checklist 
the client will know exactly what kind of limitations to banking 
services he will face as a result of his future move out of Switzer-
land. 
 
The client has the responsibility to get the completed checklists 
back from his current banks as soon as possible and is requested to 
forward them immediately to BCG. If these forms are not fully com-
pleted or not returned in good time, BCG will not be able to inte-
grate the missing information into its conclusion. 
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The final report will also mention alternative banks if necessary and 
available as well as propositions on how to optimize and simplify 
the current banking relationships of the client. 
 
The client always has the freedom to follow the measures which are 
recommended by BCG in its final report or not. 
 
This final report will be available by email a few days after receiving 
all completed questionnaires forwarded by the client to BCG. 
 

3. Exclusion of responsibility 
 
BCG gives no guarantee and takes no responsibility should the cli-
ents’ current or new banks in Switzerland decide to terminate their 
banking relationships or to reduce services provided during their 
future assignment abroad. However, the aim of BCG is to reduce 
this potential risk to a minimum. 
 
BCG underlines that the opening of a new banking relationship in 
Switzerland absolutely must be done before the move of the client 
out of the country. If the change of his domicile takes place during 
BCG’s advisory process, the client has no guarantee of being able to 
open a new banking relationship or of opening it without re-
strictions afterwards. 
 

4. Communication 
 
The client authorizes BCG to communicate with him through the 
email address he has provided. This includes the forwarding of any 
attachments and reports. 
 
The client explicitly authorizes BCG to inform his HR agent in charge 
of his mobility solely about his interest in our service. 
 

5. Personal data protection, confidentiality policy and copyright 
 
The personal data collected in relation to the client through the 
advisory process and necessary for the production of the reports is 
confidential and saved in a database in Switzerland. BCG is not au-
thorized to disclose the information gathered to the employer of 
the client or to a third person. 
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For confidentiality reasons neither figures regarding assets and rev-
enues nor precise bank account numbers of the client are indicated 
in the future reports. If necessary, only global indications can be 
mentioned. 
 
The privacy policy of Calendly is available here. 
 
The Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP) states that the client is 
entitled to information about his stored data (Art. 8 FADP). Re-
quests for information can also be submitted electronically to BCG. 
The storage period of data is limited to two years. 
 
The reports produced by BCG are submitted directly to the client 
concerned. These reports are strictly confidential and may not be 
sent by the client to a third person for copyright reasons without 
the explicit approval of BCG. 
 

6. General information regarding the use of internet 
 
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided 
by Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 
94043, USA (”Google“). Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are 
text files placed on the computer of the client to help the website 
analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the 
cookie about the use of the website by the client (including his IP 
address) will be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in 
the United States. Google will use this information for the purpose 
of evaluating the use of the website, compiling reports on website 
activity for website operators and providing other services relating 
to website activity and internet usage. Google may also transfer this 
information to third parties where required to do so by law, or 
where such third parties process the information on Google's be-
half. Google will not associate the IP address of the client with any 
other data held by Google. The client may refuse the use of cookies 
by selecting the appropriate settings on his browser. By using this 
website, the client consents to the processing of data about him by 
Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.  
 
The computer with which the client sends his data to BCG uses for 
the transmission the Internet; the data are transmitted unen-
crypted. Messages sent via Internet can be manipulated and/or read 
by unauthorized persons. The client transfers or receives his data at 
his own risk; any liability on part of BCG for the consequences of 
such manipulations and/or the reading or the use of his data by 
unauthorized third parties is excluded. 

https://calendly.com/pages/privacy
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7. Conclusion of the mandate 
 
The mandate of BCG is implicitly established by the fixing of the 
date of the personal interview. 
 

8. Fees 
 
a) The service provided by BCG is an advisory mandate, the price of 
which is an advisory fee to be paid by the client or his company if 
an agreement is in place. 
 
b) The advisory fee is CHF 290.00 per hour. 
 
c) Plus 7.7% value-added tax (VAT) 
 
d) From experience, the treatment of a standard case (personal in-
terview, first report, preparation of questionnaires for 8 banks in 
maximum, result analysis, final report) takes between 10 and 12 
hours in total. 
 
e) A minimum of 8 hours is billed in any case. 
 
f) A non-standard service involving extra work will generate addi-
tional billable hours which must be confirmed in writing by the cli-
ent. 
 
g) After the execution of the mandate BCG’s bill will be sent by email 
to the client or to his company if an agreement is in place. 
 
h) The payment for services of BCG has to be executed within 10 
days of the billing date. 
 
i) In order to avoid potential conflicts of interest, BCG enters into no 
referral agreements with any bank. 
 

9. Modification of Terms and Conditions 
 
BCG is entitled to modify these Terms and Conditions at any time. 
The latest version of these Terms and Conditions will apply to the 
client who had not begun BCG’s advisory process at the date of the 
modification. 
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10. Legal notice 
 
Bonvin Consulting GmbH 
Obere Reppischstrasse 29a 
8953 Dietikon  
Commercial register of the canton ZH 
CH-020.4.061.609-2 
UID number  
CHE-140.790.739 
Director is Michel Bonvin 
Bonvin Consulting GmbH is the owner and provider of the website 
www.michel-bonvin.com. 
 

11. Application law and place of jurisdiction 
 
This agreement is governed by Swiss law. The exclusive place of ju-
risdiction for all legal proceeding is Dietikon. This is also the place 
of performance, and the place of debt collection for clients domi-
ciled abroad. 
 

http://www.michel-bonvin.com/
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